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Rep. Stuck Attends Millennial Action Project’s Bipartisan ‘Future
Summit’ for Young State Legislators
Over 60 State Legislators Reach Across the Aisle to Find Common Ground

MADISON, WI – Representative Amanda Stuck recently attended the Millennial Action
Project’s (MAP) 3rd Annual Future Summit on August 2-4 along with over 60 young state
legislators. Hosted in partnership with Vanderbilt University, the event convened the bipartisan group for discussions surrounding policy issues impacting future generations and to
learn tactics on fostering more collaborative governing environments in their own statehouses.
MAP’s Future Summit is the largest bipartisan conference in the nation for young state
legislators. Young policymakers had the opportunity to collaborate on innovative solutions to
the issues important to their generation, to share best practices and strategies they've
implemented in their own states, and to engage with policy experts from a variety of fields.
“As the co-chair of the Wisconsin Future Caucus, I am always looking for effective spaces and
inventive ways to reestablish political cooperation and break the partisan gridlock that runs
rampant in both Madison and Washington. No one in Wisconsin benefits when partisan
politics supersedes the vital issues impacting our communities, such as higher education
funding, non-partisan redistricting, mitigating the effects of climate change, or affordable,
accessible healthcare coverage.
The Future Summit facilitated active discussions between lawmakers from both sides of the
aisle and provided insight on how to best implement these bipartisan strategies in our own
legislatures. This type of dialogue is paramount if Wisconsin is ever going to make substantive
progress on any policy issue—something younger generations seem to understand quite
clearly.”
Rep. Stuck is back in Wisconsin and looks forward to engaging in bipartisan discussions with
her colleagues in the Legislature both in Madison and in the Fox Cities.
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